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MEDIA NOTICE
Media Parking to Relocate At CLT Airport – Effective Noon Tuesday, January 26

January 25, 2016 - Due to ongoing construction of the elevated roadway, Media Parking will be relocated at
Charlotte Douglas International Airport - effective noon Tuesday, January 26. Reserved Media Parking spaces
will move to the flat lot area west of the Air Traffic Control Tower (outside the Air Traffic Control Tower fence).
(See attached map)

 

The new location requires access through a gate arm.  

 

Directions:

 

To Enter:

To access the new location, follow the signage for the Hourly/Daily deck entrance. Veer slightly to the left
of the entrance and stop at the gate arm denoting “Bus Entrance Only.” 
Call 704.359.4038 to reach Parking. 
Alert the parking attendant that you are a member of the media and you wish to park in the Media Lot.
Once you clear the gate, make the first right and then veer left at the Yield sign located directly in front of
the Hourly Deck. 
Next, immediately take the first left into the open surface lot beside the Air Traffic Control Tower. (Outside
the FAA fence) 
Signage is in place denoting media parking.

 

To Exit:

Take a left turn out of the Media Lot.
Turn left after passing the Air Traffic Control Tower.
Next, take the first right and proceed straight ahead to the gate arm. 
Call 704.359.4038, identify yourself, and alert a parking attendant that you wish to exit. 

 

Vehicle Signage:

Clearly marked signage on media vehicles is required. If you do not have a marked vehicle, please leave a
printed sign on your dashboard naming your media organization. 

 

 

Access To Terminal on Foot from Media Lot:

Enter the north side of the Hourly Deck.
Take the elevator or stairs to Level 4.
Next, walk across the deck and take the stairs or elevator on the opposite side (south) of the Hourly Deck
to Level 2.  
Once on Level 2, cross the walkway directly to the terminal.
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